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WFIRST	Imaging	Op,cs	Assembly	(IOA)	
•  Observatory	architecture	revamped	for	Phase-A	
•  AY	Op,cs	Module	(AOM)	
–  WFC	AY	Op,cs	
–  IFC	Relay	Op,cs	
•  CGI	Ter,ary	Collimator	Assembly	(TCA)	
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Summary	&	Current	Eﬀorts	
•  System	Requirements	Review	(Late	2017)	
•  Op,cal	sensi,vi,es	and	predic,ve	performance	modeling	
•  Roadmap	to	the	Phase-B	proto-ﬂight	design	work	
•  Inter-disciplinary	analysis	
•  Scien,ﬁc	simula,ons		
•  Acquisi,on	strategy	
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